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Abstract. This article employs the philosopher Martin Heidegger's juxtaposition of being and language to highlight a very difficult and often ignored task of the historian.

There are the usual tasks of the historian: establishing (1) what happened behaviorally, (2) what happened phenomenally, and (3) what happened causally. These tasks are interrelated and have been and are subject to much historiographical analysis.

A more unusual task of the historian is to confront a challenge presented by the juxtaposition of being and language. The phenomenology of the historian as constituted by language is that historian's being. This being is all the historian brings to historiography and is subject to evolution from the distant past; modification from the recent past and present; and self-change mechanisms bearing on a phenomenology of the past, present, and future.

Heidegger's notion that history is a continuous succession of words of being suggests that historiography essentially is an improbable task. One's being almost hopelessly constrains and impedes a phenomenal awareness of a past being--perhaps any other being regardless of time. The one exception to this--according to Heidegger--might be the philosopher.

What Heidegger seems to suggest is that the unknowability of another's phenomenology may be breached through apperceiving the being-language juxtaposition--i.e., through discovering, realizing, and expressing another's being through language. However, a historiographical manual of breaching unknowability was not developed by Heidegger. Instead, Heidegger seems to provide incantations based on primordial magic.